TEAM AWARDS

Large Schools
1st Rigby – Brock Sondrop, coach
2nd Madison – Bruce Benson, coach
3rd Highland – Robin Christensen, coach

Medium Schools
1st Jerome – Scott Burton, coach
2nd Columbia – Jeff Stoppenhagen, coach
3rd Century – Kristopher Boatman, coach

Small Schools
1st Renaissance – Kyra Mauney, coach
2nd Bishop Kelly – Paul Wardwell, coach
3rd Filer – Kristy Forster, coach

A EVENTS

Duo Interpretation
1. Perry / Fitzgerald
   Jerome
2. Spenser / Olsen
   Jerome
3. Smoldon / Clark
   Columbia

Informative Speaking
1. Heidi Adolphsen
   Boise
2. Bianca Fairchild
   Skyline
3. Brooke Bishop
   Rigby

Extemporaneous
1. Arunabh Amitabh Sarkar
   Highland
2. Alyson Corgatelli
   Rigby
3. Talon Anderson
   Rigby

Panel Discussion
1. Wells Crosby
   Century
2. Kayla McNay
   Renaissance
3. Calina Glasgow
   Columbia

Program of Oral Interpretation
1. RT Rodriquez
   Century
2. Emma Keating
   Century
3. Joekeo Manibusan
   Timberline

Radio/Broadcast Journalism
1. Travis Plunkett
   Timberlake
2. Brandon Jones
   Jerome
3. Gracen Royal Atkinson
   Idaho Falls

Retold Story
1. Blake Thomas Kurtz
   Eagle
2. Sarah Elder
   Renaissance
3. Colby Smith
   Rigby

B EVENTS

After Dinner
1. Nathaniel Lanza
   Boise
2. Dylan Pope
   Blackfoot
3. Paulina Garcia
   Ridgevue

Humorous Interpretation
1. Bradley Calvin Collins
   Mt. View
2. Colby Smith
   Rigby
3. Connor James Burns
   Idaho Falls

Impromptu
1. Arunabh Amitabh Sarkar
   Highland
2. Kasey Moulton
   Columbia
3. Preston Marispini
   Renaissance

Oratorical Analysis
1. Xaq Bowman
   Jerome
2. Aubryn Ramirez
   Jerome
3. Caela McKay
   Jerome

Original Oratory
1. Norma Carlisle
   Vallivue
2. Aman Imad Eujayl
   Twin Falls
3. Noah Fore-Blume
   Pocatello

Sales Speaking
1. Jackson Bone
   Madison
2. Natalie Suaste
   Jerome
3. Alexia Johnston
   Renaissance

Dramatic/Serious Interpretation
1. Sutherland Smith
   Jerome
2. Isaac John Bowers
   Columbia
3. Jailyn Isabel Figueroa
   Mt. Home